WELCOME
to the

Myth and Theatre Festival Workshop
Malérargues Roy Hart International Arts Centre

7 – 17th August 2012
PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Welcome to Château de Malérargues!
Accompanying this letter is a map of Malérargues with some general indications about the Centre.
Festival directors: Enrique Pardo and Linda Wise
Organization Assistant : Daniela Molina. Accountant Assistant: Aurélia Hannagan
Technical Assistant for lectures and performance matters : Sarmen
Roy Hart Centre Office Secretary : Béatrice - only for lodging matters at the Centre
OFFICE & PAYMENTS
The Pantheatre Festival office is in the Chapel (NOT the Centre’s office!). We ask that all payments are
made as early as possible. Aurélia Hannagan will be in the Chapel to receive your payments between
17.30 – 18.30 on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
You will be given an official CERTIFICATE of participation, which counts for the Roy Hart Voice
Training programmes.
If you need AN OFFICIAL RECEIPT please notify Aurélia.
TELEPHONE
There is a public phone that may be used with French phone cards in the entrance of the Studio building.
Phone cards may be bought in Anduze and Lasalle at tobacconists and cafés. You may give the
Pantheatre number 33 (0)4 66 85 44 19, or the Centre’s number 33 (0)4 66 85 45 98 for emergencies
only.
PHOTOCOPIES
Photocopies can be made for 20 centimes a copy. If you need to copy something please speak to Daniela
Molina.
INTERNET
You can connect to open internet WIFI near the office and behind the chateau.

TRANSLATIONS
Classes will be bi-lingual French English, with some Spanish, as will be Enrique Pardo’s talks. The
presentations by Anna Grieve will be in French, especially her lecture “Limits and Trangression”. We
will make a special effort to include non-French speakers but bear with us. And we must all help with this
during discussions, and especially when they get passionate!
MEDICAL
There is a medical cabinet for small injuries in the entrance of the Centre’s office.
If you need a doctor we recommend in Lasalle, Dr Laffont 04 66 85 47 75 and in St Jean du Gard, Dr
Mercoiret 04 66 85 17 52. There are pharmacies in Lasalle, St Jean du Gard and Anduze.
BANKS
Money can be drawn out with credit cards at the Caisse d’Epargne in Lasalle or in St Jean du Gard and
Anduze. Attention if you need to go to a bank check the hours of opening.
SUPERMARKETS
There is very nice supermarket in Lasalle (SuperU chez Nicole.) Cheaper ones are before Anduze :
Intermarché, Lidl and another discount one. Monday morning there is an enjoyable market in Lasalle.
Excelent products also at Le Terroir des Cévennes, opposite the Thoiras Gare on the road to Anduze.
TRANSPORT
If you do not have your own car you may co-ordinate with other participants. Pantheatre has a small car
available for those who need to shop or go to the bank. Daniela will be in charge of it. We ask that the
costs are paid or shared (fill the log conditions sheet in the car.) We suggest also that a contribution
towards petrol is given to those participants who offer to share their own cars.
GITES
If you are staying in the gites please leave them as clean as you found them. Please do NOT take the
blankets out of the gite for sitting outside. The garbage bins are a short walk down, near the main road.
Please empty your garbage regularly and separate glass and re-cyclable materials.
SMOKING
Please do not smoke in any of the buildings or throw cigarette butts on the ground.
KITCHEN
The chateau’s main kitchen is available for people living outside Malérargues to leave their food in the
refrigerators. For official security reasons we ask that you do not cook in these kitchens. Plates, cutlery
glasses etc. are available - place them in the dishwasher or wash and dry them after use. Please leave the
kitchen tidy. We do not have a cleaner – only assistants to help keep the kitchens in order.
PLANNING/STUDIOS/GROUPS
The daily planning/studios/groups/ and any other necessary information will be posted on the Festival
board in the hallway between Studio 1 and Studio 2 (see map) . Please check this regularly – especially
for events towards the end of the day as the times may be changed.
MALERARGUES
Malérargues in not only an Arts Centre but also a private residence. Please respect the tranquillity of the
residents, particularly in the evenings. We ask that those participants who wish to socialize after the
evening performances do so behind the gites in what is called the Mulberry Area, and that the sound level
is taken care of after 11.00. Please consult Daniela or Sarmen if in doubt.
PARKING
There are 2 parkings at the entrance of the Centre.
The Festival will open on Monday at 9:30 in the MAGNANERIE.

